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DR TANIA PHILLIPS
SMOOTH EYE LASER TREATMENT
As the name suggests this treatment will reduce wrinkles and crepey skin around the eyes
smoothing out this area giving you back your more youthful looks. The treatment tightens,
tones, and rejuvenates skin, with unparalleled precision. It is safe to be used over the eyes
and directly under the eye area.
Why is out laser different to standard laser treatments?
The Fotona laser differs from other lasers as it has two lasers in one; the Er:YAG and the
Nd:YAG. These are the two most advanced non-surgical lasers available. The combination of
these lasers allows a lot of versatility in the procedures and treatments, giving incredible
skin tightening results which are natural as it has stimulated your own collagen to tighten
and plump the skin. It therefore gives a natural not ‘fake’ look.
Who is suitable for treatment?
Anyone with some wrinkles or sagging around the eye area is suitable. It can also work for
some lifting of the upper eyelid. Any skin type and tone is suitable for this laser.
How does it work?
The heat from the laser stimulates the production of new collagen in the dermis. It targets
areas where aging has occurred and because the non aged areas are left untreated it
speeds up the healing process.
There are 3 phases to one treatment appointment
 Conditioning the skin with the laser
 Ablating the older skin with fine micro-channels which will be replaced with new,
tighter and healthy tissue
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 Rejuvenating the surface of the skin by a light peel that helps to remove superficial
imperfections
Each treatment can be bespoke dependent on your age and skin type.
What happens after treatment?
Clients may experience minimal redness or swelling after treatment although this is rare
and most return to work or go out the same evening.
How long will the treatment last?
The results will take between 4-8 weeks following one treatment as it takes that time for
your new collagen to be produced and show visible changes. Patients generally need 3
treatments for optimal effect although some people choose to stop at one treatment as
they are happy with the effect at that stage.
Clients may choose to have a ‘top up’ maintenance treatment approximately every 12-18
months.
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